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ABSTRACT
Digital video is very important in day to day life. It is important in multimedia data for creating, processing,
transmitting and storing digital information in many forms like image, audio, and video. The invention of video
editing technology, video are used in a wide spread. Digital video is useful in education, medical treatment, and
various another field. Unauthorized alteration or modification is done by an attacker to maliciously forge a video
sequence for video forensic e.g. Frames are repeated, cropping the frame, copying the frame, deleting the frame. In
this paper present review of several video forgery detection methods, those are used to find whether the video is real
or fake and video authentication technique.
Keywords : Digital Video, Multimedia Data, Video Forensic, Frames, Video Forgery Detection, Video
Authentication Technique

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is used by most of the people and they
watch a movie and download that movie also. And the
movie is digital video. Digital videos are easily available
and easily downloaded also. And these digital videos are
made up with the use of cameras, camcorders, CCTV
and smartphone also. Developments of digital
technologies like the transmission of video, video
conferencing, compressed video have helped in many
ways. Videos are shared on social networking website
like YouTube, Facebook, Whatsapp, gender, IMO etc.
Additional used in Bollywood, Hollywood, legal
evidence, Advertisement, educational video tutorial,
online education etc. indicate their extraordinary role in
today’s environment [1]. A coin has always two sides,
so every good thing has some darker side also like
misuse video like a wrong projection of data through the
use of video. One is video tampering where an attacker
can intentionally modify the original video to create
tampered video or doctored video for misuse [1-3].
Video are seen in television, Internet website like
YouTube have been tampered their authenticity can no
longer always be taken for granted [4]. Video are taken
from smartphone, mobile, digital camera, CCTV can

serve very powerful evidence in legal court. It is asked
to users that video are taken is really authentic or not.
Video editing tools are available in the market. Forger
can tamper the video by himself or any tech savvy
person who are professionally done video editing. The
authenticity of the video is needed to be examined in
court means law enforcement, defense planning,
defamation, politics etc. The authenticity of video is
needed to be examined by an expert or any forensic tool
that video tampers or not. Here how the attacker is
intelligently tampered the video that forensic tool cannot
be identified and detect video is genuine. Due to lack of
a method for examining tampered video or authenticity
of the video, videos are becoming a challenge before
scientist or scientific community. This paper is a review
of various methods that have been suggested to detect
forgery in the video.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
1. Forgery in Video
Forgery in the video is nothing but tampering the video
by modifying the content of the video or changing the
content of the video. This can be done by various
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methods which are presented below subsection.
Tampering the video, the aim of the forger or attacker is
to create tampered or doctored or fake video from
original video. The original video is the source to create
tampered video. The seriousness of the forged video is
where to use tampered video. This tampered video is
presented in court to mislead the court's process or
giving the wrong decision. Because that tampered video
is presented as evidence in a court trial. And authenticity
is to be examined before allowing for the video in court
as evidence [4].
A. Forgery attack on video
Video forgery or tampering can be classified in three
ways: Spatial tampering attack, Temporal tampering
attack and Spatio-temporal tampering attacks [4][5].
1) Spatial tampering: A forger can attack source of the
videos are spatially by manipulating pixel bits
within the video frame. In tampering attack the
process that can be done in spatial tampering are
added, delete , crop , replace the content etc. This
attack can be performed by video editing software
[04][05].
2) Temporal tampering: This type of attack is done in
the sequence of frames. These attacks are mainly
distressing the time sequence of visual data,
captured by recording devices of the video. The
attacks in temporal tampering are an addition,
deletion and of frame reordering or shuffling
[04][05].
3) Spatio-Temporal Tempering: This type of attack is
the combination of the spatial and temporal kinds of
tampering attacks. The sequence of frames are
changed and graphic of the frames are changed in
the same video [04][05].
B. Level of tampering attack
1) Scene level: the Whole scene of the video sequence
is manipulated in such a way that not even the scene
itself is altered but the scene of the video is altered.
Copying of a video scene to another place or delete
a scene. In this spatial and temporal both kinds of
tampering can be done at the scene level.
2) Shot Level Tampering: In shot level tampering, a
particular shot of the given video is altered. In shot
level tampering shot can be added or deleted from

the video. It can be performed at spatial as well as
temporal both kind of tampering.
3) Frame Level Tampering: In Frame level tampering,
the alteration is done on video’s frames. The
attacker may delete the frames, add the frames,
reshuffle the sequence of frames, and replicate the
frames from a given video to change the contents of
the video. This can be done using temporal
tempering.
4) Block Level Tempering: In Block level Tempering,
the content of the video frames are treated as blocks.
And on which the tampering attacks are applied.
Blocks mean a specific part of the video’s frame can
be replaced, cropped, altered or modified in block
level tampering. Block level tampering attacks are
commonly performed at spatial tampering.
5) Pixel Level Tempering: In pixel level tampering, the
content of the video frames are altered at the pixel
level. The video authentication system should be
strong enough to differentiate the regular video
processing operation and pixel level tampering since
normal video processing operations are performed at
the pixel level. Pixel level attacks are performed at
spatial tampering. [04][05]
2. Video Forger Detection
A. Camera-based coding detection techniques.
B. Detection based coding artifact techniques.
C. Copy-move detection in videos.
A. Camera Based Coding Detection
Camcorders leave a fingerprint in recorded videos.
Mondaini et al. [07] suggested a straight application of
the PRNU fingerprinting method to video sequences: the
distinctive pattern of the camcorder is projected on the
video’s first frame. And it is used to detect several types
of attacks. Specially, authors evaluate 3 correlations
coefficient:
1) The one between every single frame noise and the
reference noise.
2) The one between noises of two consecutive frames.
3) The one between frames without noise extraction.
This correlation coefficient is the threshold to get a
binary event and various combinations of binary events
allow detecting a different kind of tampering.
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Hsu et al. [08] accept a technique of noise residues
constructed on temporal correlation, where it is defined
as what remains after deducting from the frame it’s
without noise. Each and every frame is divided into
blocks, and on temporally, neighboring blocks evaluated
the correlation between the noise residues. When the
attack is in a region between temporal noise residues the
correlation value will be drastically changed, and pixels
will be decreased of the blocks are pasted from another
region or frame, while it will be raised up to 1 if a frame
repetition occurs. But this algorithm is successes only
55%. Hence it can be stated that camera based methods
are effective on uncompressed videos.
B. Detection Based on Coding Artifact
Digital videos are usually compressed with H-26x or
MPEG-x coding standard. The tampering has to be able
in the uncompressed area in order to perform the
processes such as frame deletion, frame insertion etc. It
includes size and format, the tempered video has to be
encoded. Double compression might expose digital
forgery. The I-frames of the video are considered, and
the two quantized DCT coefficient’s histogram is
studied in order to check a convex pattern that describes
double encoded video [9]. Benford’s law is presented in
[10], I-frames first digit distribution of DCT coefficients
is considered and extracted 12-dimensional feature and
classified using Support Vector Machines. Detecting
double encoding method classifies the second encoding
as being at a lower or higher bitrate with respect to the
first one. Whereas, this method may not work when the
two encoding are done using a different implementation
of the MPEG-2standard. In [11], based on Markov
statistics extracted from DCT coefficients. Above works
are for double compression detection, and not for
forgery localization. In tampering detection, an effective
method for detecting deletion of frames [12], where the
de-synchronization between the GOP(Group of pictures)
used for the first and for the second encoding by
examining for a periodic performance in the magnitude
of motion vectors is detected.
C. Copy Move Detection in Videos
Copy-move attacks are defined for inter and extra frame
techniques of video. An intra-frame means copy-move

attack is for still images and replicating a portion of the
frame in the frame itself the goal is usually to hide or
replicate the object. An inter-frame consists in replacing
some frame with a copy of previous ones. It is used to
hide some data that are in the real video. There is few
video copy-move forgery detection techniques. The
video copy-move forgery is addressed in [14] [15]. The
authors in [14], use both temporal and spatial correlation
to detect duplication. A temporal correlation is
computed between all frames in a given sequence of
frames and spatial correlation is computed for each
frame in a given sequence. Both spatial and temporal
correlation matrix is used to detect duplication. The
detection performance is good for detecting frame
replication; the region replication detection efficiency is
very little for small forged regions such as 64 × 64. In
[15], the authors the detection of forged area created on
the discrepancies of noise features, which occur due to
the forged areas from different videos. Noise properties
are depending on camera’s properties. When the forged
patch comes from the same video the noise
characteristics are not useful. The noise characteristics
may not be projected correctly under the low
compression rates.
3. Video Authentication Techniques
A. Digital Signature
The digital signature invented by Diffie and Hellman in
1976. The digital signature shall depend on secret data
which is known by signer [16]. So it cannot be forged
and the judge can confirm that the content of video data
matches the data contained in the digital signature. The
sender first removes the key from the original video and
then the data encrypted by a private key that give
signature [19]. The receiver can use sender’s public key
to decrypt the signature to authenticate the received
video. The signature is stored somewhere else than the
media [19]. And it stored separately in user defined field.
Because the video is stored in a specific format, and the
digital signature is being embedded in the video [16].
Chih-Hsuan Tzeng and Wen-Hsiang Tsai [17], has
presented a new authentication scheme which uses new
type of digital signature, which works for color and
geometric visual appearance, and prevents an explosion
of the signature size in the meantime [17]. They
proposed technique composed of two processes,
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signature generation and authentication
authentication and tamper localization.

using

1) Signature generation: In digital signature generation
process, the algorithm of edge detection was applied
to classify each non-overlapping block with same
size n×n in two types, smooth block, and edge block
[17].
This size is fixed as a standard unit to detect tampering.
The pixel value of the standard deviation feature was
used in a smooth block. The feature was encoded with a
digital signature. A precedent bit with value zero was set
to specify the existence of a smooth block. Blocks of
edge contain more details and have greater color
variances than the smooth blocks and it is neither
sufficient nor efficient to signify edge blocks using only
color information [17].
2) Authentication Process: The features of the video
are compared with the features recorded in the
corresponding digital signature. It will display that
the particular video is tampered [17]. The decryption
key is used in the process decrypts the digital
signature. Accept block classification is performed
on the block B of a frame, and the result B' was
derived. And this result might not be similar as the
block type B [17]. The verification process was
performed on four combinations of these two types
of block.





B and B’ are new blocks.
B and B' are edge blocks.
B is a smooth block and B' is an edge block
B is an edge block and B' is a smooth block.

The SHA algorithm was applied for hashing function
and digital signature.
B. Watermarking
In watermarking, the data used as authentication is
embedded with multimedia data. Various watermarking
schemes are proposed to prevent illegal copying and
malicious modification. The watermarking methods
work on either uncompressed or compressed information
[18]. For copyright-related applications, to be protected
from different types of malicious attack the embedded

watermark is required. The watermarking techniques can
be working in spatial or frequency domain using various
transforms like Fourier, DCT, DWT etc. [18].
1). Watermarking technique for spatial domain: The
watermarking technique is implemented using these
steps.
 Convert Video Color Space
 Motion Estimation
 Block Selection Criteria
 Generation of watermark
 Embedding of watermark
 Extraction of watermark
 Quality Measurements
The authors in [18] have implemented the steps that are
used to embed the watermark with the input video.
 Extract loaded the color video into frames.
 Block matching motion applied in estimation
techniques on the succeeding frames.
 Select only those frames that have enough
number of motion blocks which is well-matched
with the watermark size.
 From the selected frames to select the best
blocks to use threshold during the matching
process use a given threshold.
 Perform the wavelet transformation on the
selected finest blocks.
 Random Gaussian distribution is embedded as a
proposed watermark into the selected blocks
(Apply only to the LH and HL wavelet bands).
 Extract the watermark which is embedded.
 Apply some attacks on the watermarked frames
into the video.
 The conducted results are evaluated using PSNR
for embedding and similarity for the extracting
process before and after attacks.
2) Watermarking technique for Frequency domain : In
the frequency domain the video watermarking scheme
follows the same steps used for the spatial domain [18],
but the watermark is embedded and extracted to/from
the wavelet blocks (HL and LH) bands. The HL and LH
bands are embedded with watermark because of two
reasons:
 LL band consists of a large amount of energy in
the signal. So, if there is an abrupt motion in the
video frames, the inserted at watermark cannot
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be robustly extracted when it is threatened by
attacks [18].
 HH band consists only of some details data and
it is fragile to embed a watermark in it [18].
A recoverable image authentication algorithm based on
digital watermarking is proposed in [19]. In this method,
the image was first fragmented into separate, equal size
and was examined to acquire two set of information: one
for tamper detection and other for image recovery [19].
In tamper detection, between image blocks, the relations
were recognized in order to depress an opponent’s
attempt to alter the image [19]. In addition, the designed
authentication system was tactless to the regular image
processing operations. Moreover, in order to attain the
improved recovery result, a block of the image with
more complex contents referred to as an edge block was
further divided into sub-blocks [19].
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